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Outskirts Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Jessica Thaler (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Will the Test Rattle Jerry? Jerry is
a regular kid who likes school. But one day things change, and Jerry must face . . . the test! Follow
Jerry and friends through the twists, turns, difficulties and challenges of school and test prep. Will
Jerry conquer this challenge? Who will help Jerry through? Overview: Jerry Versus the Test is about
a child struggling for the first time with the impact of standardized testing plus the stresses and
anxieties it instills in children. Jerry enjoys school until the third grade when students are suddenly
faced with standardized testing. Everything changes. Jerry fears failure; interesting lessons have
given way to relentless test prep; school has become a testing lab. The story takes Jerry through the
experience and its difficulties, closing with a positive slant in which Jerry realizes the test does not
define who you are as a student. Author Bio: Salvatore Barcia Jr. has been an elementary school
teacher since 2006. Prior to teaching he worked in public relations. He is a proud alumnus of
Rutgers University (go RU!), receiving...
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This book is great. It is writter in simple words and not difficult to understand. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Prof. Webster Barrows-- Prof. Webster Barrows

This ebook is fantastic. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to going to read through again yet again in the future. I am easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published ebook.
-- Heloise Dare-- Heloise Dare
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